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SAGUARO CACTUS IN ARIZONA.© DAVID MUENCH

under your swells and your chaps and spurs
will rattle with every jump.—Hank Vogler
Keep marching to your own beat! Good job!
It will pay off soon.
MURRAY & JUDY KEELER
ANIMAS, NEW MEXICO
I subscribe to High Country News to keep up
with what the environmental radicals are up
to. I know that the BLM people in Harney
County must be extremely upset about the
Hammonds being pardoned by President
Trump. Thank goodness not all BLM people
are bad. I used to work for the BLM and it
looks like its folks in Modoc County, Calif.,
are trying to get along with the ranchers
according to your new Fall issue. I am happy
about that because I plan to relocate there.
Thank you for publishing such an excellent and necessary publication. If it were not
for RANGE and Capital Press, I would not
have a clue what is really going on in the West
I have lived in as long as I can remember and
love so much.
FRANCES M. LONG, ROY, WASHINGTON

LOG IT, GRAZE IT,
OR WATCH IT BURN
Enclosed is a donation to the Range Conservation Foundation. With many of the Western states burning as I write this, it is of
utmost concern for immediate implementation of proactive practices in our public lands.
Millions of dollars per day are being spent on
fire suppression in reaction to these devastating fires with a tiny fraction being spent on
sound forest management practices. Have we
reached the point of no return?
Through public awareness by RCF and
the RANGE magazine family, perhaps the
powers that be will finally get the message
before it is too late, as it is for many livestock
(Continued on page 78)

Newest Book
in time for Holiday Giving
Enjoy hours discovering “The Magnificent American West” with our awardwinning photographers and the words
of Theodore Roosevelt and Mark Twain.
No two men stand out more in the age of
American expansion into the western
frontier. As young men, both went west for different reasons and
wrote about it from very different perspectives. Their experiences
had profound effects on both Twain, the great
American storyteller, and Roosevelt,
the cowboy president, to lead the
country into the 20th century. This
high-quality hardcover edition is off
the press and available at an earlybird price. This will be a great gift for
anyone who cares (or should) about
the American West. And you might
want a copy for yourself!



1-800-RANGE-4-U
“The Magnificent American West”
is published by the nonprofit
Range Conservation Foundation and
offered through RANGE magazine.

Retail price $50

ORDER NOW

22%
OFF

Only $39 FREE S&H

Nevada residents must add 7% tax
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